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ABSTRACT: Protein kinase C (PKC) modulators are
currently of great importance in preclinical and clinical studies
directed at cancer, immunotherapy, HIV eradication, and
Alzheimer’s disease. However, the bound conformation of
PKC modulators in a membrane environment is not known.
Rotational echo double resonance (REDOR) NMR spectros-
copy could uniquely address this challenge. However, REDOR
NMR requires strategically labeled, high affinity ligands to
determine interlabel distances from which the conformation of
the bound ligand in the PKC−ligand complex could be
identified. Here we report the first computer-guided design
and syntheses of three bryostatin analogues strategically
labeled for REDOR NMR analysis. Extensive computer analyses of energetically accessible analogue conformations suggested
preferred labeling sites for the identification of the PKC-bound conformers. Significantly, three labeled analogues were
synthesized, and, as required for REDOR analysis, all proved highly potent with PKC affinities (∼1 nM) on par with bryostatin.
These potent and strategically labeled bryostatin analogues are new structural leads and provide the necessary starting point for
projected efforts to determine the PKC-bound conformation of such analogues in a membrane environment, as needed to design
new PKC modulators and understand PKC−ligand−membrane structure and dynamics.

■ INTRODUCTION

Identified by Nishizuka and co-workers in the 1970s,1 the PKC
family of signaling proteins has since been implicated in a
variety of normal and abnormal cellular processes associated
with numerous therapeutic indications including cancer,
immunotherapy, cardiovascular disease, HIV/AIDS eradication,
and Alzheimer’s disease.2 PKC is regulated endogenously by
mammalian diacyl glycerol (DAG). However, it is also activated
by plant-derived phorbol esters (PEs).2a These agents (DAGs
and PEs) compete for the same PKC binding site but upon
binding, impart different biological functions. While DAG is
required for normal signaling,3 PEs have been implicated in
various other activities including tumor promotion. Bryostatin 1
(1, Figure 1, henceforth bryostatin), the first member of a novel
marine macrolide family reported by Pettit and co-workers in
1982,4 was subsequently found to also compete with DAG and
PEs in binding to PKC, but unlike the PEs, it is not a tumor
promoter. Bryostatin shows efficacy against various cancer cell
lines and has since been tested as a single agent and in
combination therapy in several cancer clinical trials.5 More
recently, bryostatin has been found to ameliorate ischemic
damage6 and induce synaptogenesis,7 activities of potential

clinical significance in the treatment of stroke and neuro-
degenerative diseases, respectively. The latter finding has led to
its entry into a recently opened clinical trial for the treatment of
Alzheimer’s disease.8 Bryostatin and its analogues have also
been found to induce activation of latent HIV-infected cells,9,10

potentially leading to their elimination through a virus-induced
cytopathic effect or host anti-HIV immunity. Agents that would
eliminate such latent viral reservoirs, when used in conjunction
with current antiretroviral therapy targeting the active virus,
form the basis for a promising strategy to address an as yet
unsolved problem, the eradication of HIV/AIDS.11

The diverse but highly significant activities associated with
PKC modulators are partly a consequence of their differing
selectivities for PKC isoforms.12 Three isoform classes have
been identified: conventional PKCs: α, βI/βII, γ; novel PKCs:
δ, ε, η, θ; and atypical PKCs. Conventional and novel PKCs are
activated by DAG binding to PKC C1 domains, an interaction
that requires PKC to transiently associate with a phospholipid
bilayer where it phosphorylates various client proteins.13,14
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Bryostatin, PEs and other natural scaffolds15 (e.g., aplysiatoxin
and teleocidin) compete with endogenous DAG for binding to
PKC but are orders of magnitude more potent than DAG and
often elicit different biological activities. On the basis of a
computational comparison of the binding elements in the
preferred conformers of these naturally occurring agents,16 we
reported the first designed PKC activators and subsequently
used this pharmacophore analysis to design the first simplified
but potent bryostatin analogues.17 This was followed by in
silico docking efforts of these simplified analogues to the
protein target.18 However, experimental support for these
virtual structures is not available.
To understand how the PKC−ligand structure influences

phenotypic function and thus how to design improved PKC
modulators, accurate structural knowledge of the entire PKC−
ligand−membrane complex is needed. Despite decades of effort
focused on PKC and its C1 domains,15b this information does
not yet exist.
Traditionally, X-ray crystallography or solution-state NMR

have been employed to access structures of protein−ligand
complexes, and these techniques have indeed contributed to
our understanding of DAG- and bryostatin-responsive C1
domains.19 However, the vast majority of these efforts do not
include any membrane-like component,20 a key feature given
that the ligand−PKC interaction and downstream phosphor-
ylation events occur at the membrane.14 Indeed, our group has
shown that the PKCγ C1b domain does not bind activators in
buffered water but does bind the same activators upon addition
of a membrane surrogate, specifically a vesicle composed of at
least 15% phosphatidyl serine.21 These results have been
recapitulated as part of two recent mutagenesis studies,
demonstrating that both PKCδ22 and PKCθ19g C1b domains
show diminished affinities for ligands when employing lipid
mixtures of <20−30% phosphatidyl serine, thus reinforcing the
importance of this membrane component for proper protein
binding.
The only experimental efforts to date that interrogate a

system with a lipid component rely on solution NMR studies of
C1 domains in the presence of micelles, including those doped
with diacylglycerols.23 However, these efforts have thus far
focused on observing membrane surrogate-induced perturba-
tions of the C1 domains, how these changes affect affinity for

DAG, and how this data reinforces our current understanding
of the step-by-step activation of PKC.24 The information
obtained on the interactions between the ligand and the C1
domain (the area that would be the most useful for the design
of preclinical candidates) while corroborating prior muta-
genesis25 and other biochemical studies,19d,26 is pertinent only
to the protein residues affected by DAG association. It does not
provide information on the PKC bound ligand conformation.
Molecular dynamics simulations have also been applied to these
systems,23a,27 but again, the interaction between the membrane
and the C1 domain, not structural detail on the bound ligand,
was the primary focus. Given the potential clinical ramifications
of controlling PKC, developing a more complete understanding
of the structure and dynamics of the entire PKC−ligand−
membrane complex is imperative to advancing current drug
design efforts.
Toward this end, our efforts have focused on a strategy

uniquely suited for structural investigations of the protein−
ligand−membrane systems, specifically rotation echo double
resonance (REDOR) NMR spectroscopy. REDOR is a solid-
state NMR technique that measures heteronuclear dipolar
couplings between isolated pairs of NMR-active nuclei such as
2H, 13C, 15N, 19F, and 31P that can be translated into highly
accurate interlabel distances of up to 16 Å between nuclei.28−30

Judicious positioning of labels within a ligand would allow
interlabel distance determination, which upon computational
analysis would allow for identification of the conformation that
best fit the bound ligand. As applied to bryostatin and the PKC
system, intraligand, ligand−protein, intraprotein, ligand−
membrane, and protein−membrane distances between suitably
labeled sites are possible, making this a uniquely effective
approach to establishing the structure of complex protein−
ligand−membrane systems. A critical prerequisite for a REDOR
study is identifying label sites in a ligand that would allow for
the translation of label distances into a unique bound structure.
At the same time, the labeled ligand must be synthetically
accessible, and for relevancy, it must exhibit high affinity
binding.
Reported herein are the successful computer-guided design,

synthesis, and biological evaluation of three new PKC
modulatory ligands that meet the stringent criteria for
REDOR analysis. Two new analogues (3 and 4) closely
mimic natural bryostatins and the other (5) is analogous to one
of the most potent and promising analogues reported to date
by our group, B-ring dioxane analogue 231 (a.k.a. picolog:
Figure 1). While the affinities of these new, labeled analogues
could not be predicted in advance, all three exhibit highly
potent binding affinity (ca. 1 nM) to PKC C1 regulatory
domains. These ligands thus successfully provide the required
starting point for our projected studies directed at the first
characterization of a PKC−ligand complex in a membrane-like
microenvironment

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bryostatin (1) and B-ring dioxane analogue 2 provided
reference points for the design of labeled analogues because
the former is now in clinical trials and the latter represents one
of our most studied and efficacious analogues, being as potent
or more potent than bryostatin in growth inhibition assays
involving 35 different human cancer cell lines in the National
Cancer Institute screen and being well tolerated and more
potent than bryostatin in an aggressive animal model of
lymphoma.32 Our labeling strategy, a first of its kind for

Figure 1. Labeled bryostatin analogues designed for REDOR NMR
studies.
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bryostatin, started with the recognition that bryostatin and
analogue 2 possess four spatially distinct domains or quadrants
(Figure 2A) and that intradomain mobility would be less than

interdomain mobility. Previous structure−function studies in
our laboratory32,33 provided guidance on the selection of sites
within each domain of this quadrant model that might tolerate
a label without significantly reducing PKC affinity. However,
adding to the risk and challenge of this project, affinities could
only be determined after the compounds were made. While
introduction of 2H- and 13C-labels carried little risk of affecting
binding relative to unlabeled 1 and 2, the incorporation of the
19F-label incurred significant risk arising from potential
electronic or hydrogen bonding effects. To ameliorate this
potential problem, 19F-label placement was made distal to
surfaces that are putatively in contact with the protein.
The dipolar couplings to be measured using REDOR are

proportional to the product of the gyromagnetic ratios (γ) of
the two nuclei of interest where γF > γC > γN > γD among
commonly employed nuclei. Measuring couplings as small as 15
Hz is feasible with REDOR. Thus, for 13C−19F labeled pairs,
interlabel distances up to 12 Å could be determined. 13C and
2H pairs require closer positioning in space as their coupling is
comparatively weaker, setting the detection limit to ∼7 Å. As
such, 13C−19F or 2H−19F pairs feature prominently in the
labeling array to permit longer range distance determinations
(Figure 2B). Our labeling strategy also targeted core features of
the scaffold, as the flexibility of side chains (e.g., the C20
octanoyl chain) would introduce a significantly larger number
of available conformations and complicate interpretation of the
REDOR analysis. Further, because interquadrant distances vary
more than intraquadrant distances for various conformers,

labels were distributed among the four quadrants using a
minimum of three labels for each ligand. The distances between
these labels would ideally be different for each unique,
energetically accessible ligand conformation, allowing one to
computationally differentiate between possible bound con-
formers based on experimentally determined interlabel
distances.
Guided by the above design criteria and by the need to

identify synthetically accessible ligands, specific labeling
strategies arose iteratively from multiple in silico analyses of
labeling options that would correspond to unique distances and
thus structures (Figure 2C). First, a series of conformational
searches were performed to sample the conformational space
available to each of the two dozen bryostatin-like analogues that
had been proposed as potential targets based on synthetic
accessibility alone (the dioxane-based analogue 5 was selected
through an analogous method; further details are provided in
the Supporting Information). Conformational searches were
performed in a variety of solvents and force fields, generating
from 4 to 26 unique conformational classes for each substrate.
Importantly, the computational demand of this method was
greatly reduced by using a stepwise approach to conformer
generation.34 Given the numerous degrees of freedom in the
C20 octanoyl side chain alone, conformers of only the
macrocyclic core were initially evaluated. Upon elimination of
redundant conformers, a side chain-only analysis followed by
additional clustering provided an effectively comprehensive set
of conformations accessible to each proposed labeled analogue
(see Figure 2C). The most effective labeling strategy was
chosen based on in silico distances between labels, analyzing
every conformational class among the potential analogue
library. Significantly, analogues 3, 4, and 5 each maintained at
least two REDOR-accessible distances across all reasonable
conformations. The combination of these distances is also
expected to provide the most differentiation between conforma-
tional classes for any of the analogues considered, thus
providing the best opportunity for obtaining a definitive
bound conformer structure. As these labeled sites reside mostly
on the edges of the molecule, they are also expected to be
useful in future analyses targeting the interaction between the
ligands and other components (e.g., key residues of the PKC
C1 domains) in the solid-state sample.
For the bryostatin-like analogues 3 and 4, installation of the

19F label as an α-fluoro enoate ester at C13 was proposed, as it
was predicted to be within range of the desired 13C-label at the
carbonyl of the C20 octanoyl group (Figure 1) and potentially
accessible through a previously unstudied olefination of the
C13 ketone. Further, our group has previously observed PKC
activity with both the E- and Z-enoate esters at C13,35 although
the influence of the fluorine atom on both the stability and
binding of such analogues was unknown. Two additional labels
were to be included in analogue 3, a 2-13C-acetoxy group at C7
(shift-resolved from the C20-octanoyl 13C label) and a
deuterium at C26 which was to be installed as the final step
from a C26 aldehyde. Analogue 4 only incorporated one
additional label, a C7 acetoxy-d3 moiety, as the presence of
three deuteriums is expected to greatly enhance the signal-to-
noise for dipolar couplings to that position. Labeled B-ring
dioxane analogue 5 incorporates an 19F label into the northeast
quadrant (Figure 1), given the ability of that position to tolerate
a variety of substituents without significant loss of affinity.36 To
accommodate REDOR distance constraints while achieving
potential conformer differentiation, siting a 13C label at C26

Figure 2. Strategies for the design of bryostatin analogue candidates
for REDOR analysis. (A) Quadrant model applied to REDOR
analogue design. (B) General distance constraints between nuclei in
REDOR NMR. (C) Graphical depiction of computer-guided analogue
selection process. Briefly, synthesis-informed design provided 24
potential labeling strategies (A−X), each representing a new
compound and involving a 2H, 13C, and 19F labeling triad. Each
structure could assume multiple (n) unique conformers as determined
in silico where n ≥ 1 and can be different for each of A−X. Evaluation
of labeling strategies as determined by their ability to distinguish
between unique conformers left analogues 3 and 4 as the top targets.
An analogous method was applied to B-ring dioxane analogue 2 to
select analogue 5.
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and 2H at C20 was proposed to complete labeling for simplified
bryostatin analogue 5.
The convergent synthesis of the designed, labeled bryostatin

analogues 3 and 4,37,38 which computationally met the stringent
REDOR requirements, began with known intermediate 8,31a

which is the aldol condensation product of methyl glyoxalate
and ketone 7, a stable, storable intermediate prepared in
multigram (>10 g) quantities in 8 steps from commercial
materials (Scheme 1). Reduction with NaBH4 and DIC-

mediated coupling with 1-13C-octanoic acid installed the
desired 13C isotopic label in the C20 side chain. C17 silyl
ether 9 was then deprotected with triethylamine trihydrogen
fluoride, and subsequently oxidized to C17 aldehyde 10 with
Dess−Martin periodinane. Homologation of 10 to the C15
enal 11 allowed for a Sharpless asymmetric dihydroxylation of
the resultant C25−C26 olefin which proceeded to give a 2.7:1
ratio of diastereomers. After deprotection of the C19 hemiketal,
selective TBS protection of the C26 primary alcohol afforded
the desired 13C-labeled southern fragment 12 which was
subsequently used to prepare both 3 and 4.
The northern fragments 14 and 15 were prepared in two

steps from known diol 1337f using a one-flask TEMPO
oxidation/Pinnick oxidation procedure to yield the C1
carboxylic acid followed by acylation of C7 with 2,2′-13C-acetic
anhydride or acetic anhydride-d6, respectively (Scheme 2).

With the two fragments in hand for both analogues, the
macrocycles were successfully formed through a two-step
Yamaguchi esterification and Prins macrocyclization analogous
to that employed in our synthesis of bryostatin 9 (Scheme 3).37f

The resultant C13 olefins 18 and 19 were then each separately
subjected to selective ozonolysis of the C13−C30 olefin, setting
the stage for incorporation of a vinyl fluoride via a Horner-
Wadsworth-Emmons protocol never before applied to this
system. Importantly, the desired α-fluoro enoate ester was
readily installed utilizing fluorinated phosphonoacetate 20.39

Interestingly, these HWE olefinations proceeded in relatively
high diastereoselectivity (e.g., up to 5.5:1 toward 4) favoring
the Z-enoate (equivalent to the E-enoate for the des-19F
compound). This selectivity was unexpected given that
olefination of analogous scaffolds under equivalent conditions
with trimethyl phosphonoacetate proceed with little to no
selectivity,37f,40,41 as would be expected for a ketone with only
distal functionality differentiating the α and α′ carbons.42

However, these early HWE efforts were almost exclusively
performed with NaHMDS as the base. A small screen of
conditions (see Figure S7 in Supporting Information), revealed
that n-BuLi favored higher diastereoselectivity (when using
phosphonoacetate 20), perhaps suggesting a directing effect by
the C9-OMe that requires the smaller Li counterion. Colder
temperatures also bolstered selectivity, implying kinetic control.
Global deprotection with HF·pyridine produced the

respective C9-α-fluoro ethers, which upon hydrolysis provided

Scheme 1. Synthesis of 13C-Labeled Southern Fragment 12a

aReagents and Conditions: (a) NaBH4, CeCl3·7H2O, MeOH, −45 °C,
dr >20:1 α:β; (b) 1-13C-octanoic acid, DIC, DMAP, CH2Cl2, rt, 76%
over two steps; (c) 3HF·NEt3, THF, rt; (d) Dess−Martin periodinane,
NaHCO3, CH2Cl2, rt, 73% over two steps; (e) i. (Z)-2-bromo-1-
ethoxyethylene, tBuLi, ZnMe2, ether, −78 °C, ii. 1 M aq. HCl, 80%;
(f) K2OsO2(OH)4, (DHQD)2PYR, K3Fe(CN)6, K2CO3, 1:1 tBuOH:-
H2O, 4 °C, 2.8:1 β:α dr; (g) pTsOH·H2O, 4:1 MeCN:H2O, rt; (h)
TBSCl, imidazole, CH2Cl2, rt, 38% over three steps of pure C25 β-
epimer.

Scheme 2. Synthesis of Northern Fragments 14 and 15a

aReagents and Conditions: (a) i. TEMPO, PhI(OAc)2, 6:1
MeCN:H2O, rt, ii. NaClO2, NaH2PO4, 2-methyl-2-butene, H2O, 0
°C; For 14: (b) 2,2′-13C-acetic anhydride, DMAP, CH2Cl2, −20 °C,
56% over two steps; For 15: (b) acetic anhydride-d6, DMAP, CH2Cl2,
−20 °C, 56% over two steps.

Scheme 3. End Game Strategy for Analogues 3 and 4a

aReagents and Conditions: For analogue 3: (a) i. 14, 2,4,6-
trichlorobenzoyl chloride, NEt3, PhMe, rt, ii. 12, DMAP, PhMe, rt,
78%; (b) PPTS, MeOH, rt; (c) TBSCl, imidazole, CH2Cl2, rt, 57%
over two steps; (d) O3, CH2Cl2, MeOH, −78 °C; (e) 20, NaHMDS,
THF, 0 °C; (f) HF·pyr, THF, rt; (g) PPTS, 4:1 THF:H2O, rt; (h)
Dess−Martin periodinane, NaHCO3, CH2Cl2, rt; (i) NaBD4, MeOH,
−45 °C, 6% over six steps. For analogue 4: (a) i. 15, 2,4,6-
trichlorobenzoyl chloride, NEt3, PhMe, rt, ii. 12, DMAP, PhMe, rt,
78%; (b) PPTS, MeOH, rt; (c) TBSCl, imidazole, CH2Cl2, rt, 65%
over two steps; (d) O3, CH2Cl2, MeOH, −78 °C; (e) 20, NaHMDS,
THF, 0 °C, 5.5:1 Z:E dr; (f) HF·pyr, THF, rt; (g) PPTS, 4:1
THF:H2O, rt, 7% over four steps.
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either des-2H intermediate 21 or completed analogue 4. The
deuterium label was installed through Dess−Martin period-
inane mediated oxidation of 21 at C26, and subsequent
reduction with NaBD4, to give bryostatin analogue 3 as a 1:1
mixture of C26 epimers.
Synthesis of the southern fragment of analogue 5 followed

closely the route used above to prepare 12. To install the
desired 13C label at C26, ketone 7 was ozonolyzed and the
product converted by a Wittig olefination to labeled ketone 22
(Scheme 4). A synthetic sequence involving aldol condensa-

tion, reduction of C20 with NaBD4, acylation with octanoic
anhydride, deprotection of the C17 silyl ether, and oxidation at
C17 afforded the bis-labeled aldehyde intermediate 23.
Homologation to the C15 enal, asymmetric dihydroxylation
of the C25−C26 alkene, deprotection of C19, and protection of
the newly formed C26 alcohol were performed as described
above, providing 2H,13C-labeled southern fragment 24.
Synthesis of the northern fragment 32 began with a facile,

convergent approach to the preparation of A-ring tetrahy-
dropyran 27 (Scheme 5). Taking inspiration from the fluoride-

trapped Prins macrocyclization recently reported by our
group,43 aldehyde 2644 and homoallylic alcohol 25 were
coupled with concomitant fluoride incorporation using BF3·
OEt2. However, low yields (∼15%) and difficulties associated
with separation from various diastereomers and byproducts
(competing elimination pathways) precluded advancement of
this strategy. Intramolecular variants of this closure (based on
the work of Rycknovsky45) as well as changing fluoride sources
(e.g., DAST, anhydrous TBAF, HF·pyr, 3HF·NEt3) did not
improve the outcome.
A more efficient synthesis of northern fragment (32) of

analogue 5 was ultimately realized using a silyl-terminated Prins

closure sequence (Scheme 6). Northern fragment 32 was
prepared from previously reported homoallylic alcohol 28.36

Prins cyclization with aldehyde 26 cleanly afforded pyran 29 in
89% yield. Subsequent ozonolysis gave the C7 ketone and
reduction with sodium borohydride selectively generated the
C7 β-alcohol 30 in near quantitative yield. Inversion of
stereochemistry through a Mitsunobu/methanolysis sequence
provided C7 α-alcohol 31, setting the stage for the 19F
installation. DAST-mediated deoxyfluorination was then used
to generate C7 fluoride 27. Elimination byproducts (C6−C7
and C7−C8 olefins) accounted for 15−20% of the yield loss.
Reduction and TBS protection of C13 afforded the
corresponding tris-silyl ether after which the C1 benzyl ether
was removed. Finally, oxidation of the resulting primary alcohol
yielded the required C1 carboxylic acid of northern fragment
32. The isotopically labeled dioxane analogue 5 was then
obtained through Yamaguchi esterification of C25 on southern
fragment 24 with northern fragment 32, followed by a
remarkable one-step global deprotection and macroacetaliza-
tion that formed the B-ring, set the C15 stereocenter, and
closed the macrocycle.
The stage was thus set for a crucial test, i.e., determining

whether these analogues would bind PKC with sufficiently high
affinity to be suitable candidates for REDOR NMR experi-
ments. The REDOR measurements would be performed on
biologically relevant substrate−ligand complexes in a mem-
brane microenvironment, and the total amount of ligand in the
final sample thus depends on its binding affinity and
concentration. High affinity ligands (similar to the parent
bryostatin) would maximize the amount of bound ligand and
thus maximize the sensitivity of the measurements, an
important consideration given the anticipated long acquisition

Scheme 4. Synthesis of Bis-Labeled Southern Fragment 24a

aReagents and Conditions: (a) i. O3, CH2Cl2, −78 °C, ii. PPh3, rt; (b)
Ph3P

13CH3I, KHMDS, PhMe, −78 °C, 74% over two steps; (c)
methyl glyoxalate, K2CO3, MeOH, rt, 78%; (d) NaBD4, CeCl3·7H2O,
MeOH, −45 °C, dr >20:1 α:β; (e) octanoic anhydride, DMAP,
CH2Cl2, rt, 83% over two steps; (f) 3HF·NEt3, THF, rt; (g) Dess−
Martin periodinane, NaHCO3, CH2Cl2, rt; (h) i. (Z)-2-bromo-1-
ethoxyethylene, tBuLi, ZnMe2, ether, −78 °C, ii. 1 M aq. HCl, 45%
over three steps; (i) K2OsO2(OH)4, (DHQD)2PYR, K3Fe(CN)6,
K2CO3, 1:1 tBuOH:H2O, 4 °C, 2.5:1 β:α dr; (j) pTsOH·H2O, 4:1
MeCN:H2O, rt; (k) TBSCl, imidazole, CH2Cl2, rt, 39% over three
steps of pure C25 β-epimer.

Scheme 5. Initial Synthesis of C7 Fluoride 27 via Fluoro-
Prins Cyclizationa

aReagents and Conditions: (a) BF3·OEt2, ether, −45 °C to rt, ∼15%.

Scheme 6. Synthesis of 19F-Labeled Northern Fragment 32
and Elaboration to REDOR Analogue 5a

aReagents and Conditions: (a) 26, TMSOTf, ether, −78 °C, 89%; (b)
i. O3, 6:1 CH2Cl2:MeOH, −78 °C, ii. NaBH4, −78 °C to rt, 98%; (c)
p-NO2-benzoic acid, DIAD, PPh3, PhMe, rt; (d) K2CO3, MeOH, rt,
75% over two steps; (e) DAST, CH2Cl2, −78 °C, 50%; (f) LiBH4,
THF, 35 °C; (g) TBSCl, imidazole, CH2Cl2, rt, 78% over two steps;
(h) lithium naphthalenide, THF, −25 °C; (i) TPAP, NMO, CH2Cl2, 4
Å MS, rt; (j) NaClO2, NaH2PO4, 2-methyl-2-butene, 2:1 tBuOH:H2O,
0 °C, 74% over three steps; (k) i. 32, 2,4,6-trichlorobenzoyl chloride,
NEt3, PhMe, rt, ii. 24, DMAP, PhMe, rt; (l) HF·pyr, THF, rt, 56%
over two steps.
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times (from days to weeks or even up to months) required to
accurately measure the desired long-range distances. Signifi-
cantly, all three isotopically labeled analogues (3, 4, and 5)
exhibited PKC affinities comparable to bryostatin and B-ring
dioxane analogue 2 across three separate isoforms: α, δ, and θ
(see Figure 3). Thus, these compounds not only meet the

stringent requirements for a REDOR study, but also represent
entirely new leads for ongoing structure−function relationships
of PKC modulators, now with novel fluorine installations. The
isoforms chosen have all been studied from a structural
perspective before, thereby allowing for direct comparisons
between experimental techniques once REDOR data is
obtained. With these potent analogues in hand, the first-in-
class interrogation of a PKC−ligand complex in a membrane
environment can now be approached using REDOR NMR.
These REDOR NMR analyses will be reported in due course.
These studies are expected to enhance drug design efforts
targeting this central signaling pathway, potentially leading to
more effective preclinical leads and more generally to a greater
understanding of protein−ligand binding and function in a
membrane microenvironment. Notably, the experimentally
obtained affinities validate the computation- and synthesis-
informed design strategy detailed above, suggesting the
potential for application to other flexible, bioactive scaffolds
that would benefit from REDOR analysis.

■ CONCLUSION
The PKC family of signaling proteins is implicated in normal
cellular function and in diseases for which few or no therapeutic
solutions exist. The bound conformation of ligands that
regulate PKC isoforms in a membrane microenvironment is
not known but required to understand ligand function and
inform efforts toward isoform selective modulation. The studies
reported herein demonstrate the successful development of
bryostatin-based molecular probes designed to determine
intranuclear distances of the bound probe and thus the
structure of ligand−PKC complexes in a membrane micro-
environment. A comprehensive computational analysis has
been used to develop a strategy for labeling bryostatin
analogues for REDOR experiments. This strategy led to the
design and successful scalable synthesis of three new, potent
ligands and candidates for REDOR NMR analysis. These highly
convergent syntheses show the generality of our approaches to
the synthesis of bryostatin analogues including key macro-
acetalization and Prins macrocyclization ring closure strategies,
while also demonstrating techniques for the introduction of
NMR-active nuclei into the scaffold. Extending beyond what
could be predicted at the outset, the three designed analogues

showed potent PKC affinities on par with bryostatin itself. This
study thus sets the stage for first-in-class REDOR NMR
experiments designed to access structural information on the
analogue-PKC complex in a membrane microenvironment as
required for the design of new analogues of current and
projected clinical interest related to cancer, Alzheimer’s disease,
and HIV/AIDS eradication.
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